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Chinese Fiscal Policy And The ECB To The Rescue? 

 Please see our full indicator, central bank, auction and event calendars on pp. A3-A9. 
 

Canada — BoC Stepping Aside For The Federal Budget Or Because Of Inflation? 

Wednesday’s Bank of Canada meeting culminates in a statement-only 
affair that will be a key focus of the week before Friday’s volatile jobs 
report arrives on Friday. Nobody expects the BoC to alter its policy stance 
in a statement that is likely to be just a placeholder and perhaps the first of 
many to come. The Federal Budget on March 22nd may well be 
providing a convenient rationale for the Bank of Canada which has 
sent strong signals for some time now with respect to halting its 
easing policy and tossing the ball to the Federal government. On a 
related note, see Roger Quick’s solid piece on deficits and borrowing costs. 

Why ‘convenient’? In reality, the BoC’s prime mandate is to target low and 
stable headline CPI inflation around the 2% mid-point of a 1-3% policy band 
that relies upon core CPI as an operational gauge with flexible discretion 
surrounding how to trim the underlying drivers of core inflation. At 2% y/y on 
both headline and core inflation to start the year, the BoC may already be at 
its target but it trims a few measures and argues that a trimmed core 
measure lies beneath target. After Q4 CPI came in at 1.3% y/y and closely 
tracked the BoC’s revised estimate in the January Monetary Policy Report, 
Q1 may already be tracking well above the BoC’s forecast for 1.5% y/y 
headline inflation this quarter and clearly not due to year-ago base effects 
that have been, well, known for a year. Ditto for core inflation at least by the 
conventional way the BoC used to define core that also hit 2% y/y in January. In this case, however, the peak 
rate of core inflation was about 2.4% y/y and it has cooled somewhat since last July. Whether this yardstick of 
price pressures excluding some of the more volatile components will continue to cool off is hotly debated. 
Perhaps it will, albeit on a transitory basis as the year-ago reading 
gets rebased to the sharp acceleration that had occurred from the 
spring of 2014 through to the summer of 2015. Perhaps it won’t, 
however, as import prices continue to soar and risk being either a) 
absorbed in margins; or b) passed onto consumers; or c) both. 
Witness the pace of increases in import prices in chart 1 that is being 
driven by currency’s decline over the years which in turn was due to a 
combination of energy and non-energy commodity prices plus the 
Bank of Canada’s policy bias under Governor Poloz relative to the 
Federal Reserve’s policy bias. Recall that it took years for falling 
import prices to be passed through to lower inflation when the 
currency was rocketing higher; it’s reasonable to expect the pass-
through risk to be similar to the upside in duration and magnitude 
following the sharp depreciation in the currency. This was one reason 
why I personally disagreed with easing last year, in addition to the 
argument that rate cuts offered assistance to sectors of the economy 
that did not need it — like housing, in most parts of the country — and 
did little to counter forces faced by the resources sector. 

As for data risk, it’s possible that housing starts will rebound smartly after having been dragged down by the 
multi-family (i.e., largely condos) component over the past two months. The multi category has been running 
at its softest prints in about a year while permits to build new homes rebounded sharply at the end of last year. 
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Jobs are the usual wildcard and it’s possible that the small drop of the prior month gets replaced by 
modest hiring. Now if you went back to mid-2014 and you were told that over the next year and a half 
commodity prices would plunge as they have, would you have expected the Canadian economy to grow 
155,000 jobs in 2015 or 240,000 since the middle of 2014? Probably not is my guess. Would you have 
expected jobs to be flat? Probably not, but maybe. One might have thought that Canada would have lost a 
considerable number of jobs by now and yet that has not happened. That’s called resilience; describing 2015 
as a recession year for Canada is rather off-base. The economy only expanded by about 1% in 2015 on net 
with what little growth that did occur confined to the back half of the year following small drops in GDP over 
the first two quarters. Most economists nevertheless understand the limitations of GDP as a recession gauge 
and instead point to variables like jobs. Job growth has slowed, and is not great in terms of composition — but 
it’s hard to say that it has not been resilient in the face of such a large external shock to the economy — so 
far. 

United States — Last Chance For The Fed To Signal — And Why Not Hike Now?! 

A pair of speeches on Monday at lunchtime in Washington 
could easily be the main event in US markets next week. 
That’s when Federal Reserve Vice-Chair Stanley Fischer addresses 
the annual meeting of the National Association for Business 
Economics and a Fed Governor, Lael Brainard, speaks on the 
outlook, liquidity and resilience. The significance of the speeches is 
that they arrive after the February nonfarm report and perhaps 
following China’s fiscal policy announcements; markets will therefore 
be on edge over whether Fischer and perhaps Brainard will send a 
signal from the top of the house that the Fed is staying on course with 
rate hikes or perhaps conflict with one another. Both may not do so, 
however, preferring to stand by the relatively recent tendency to leave 
the discussion to game day. 

The Fed should stay on course in my opinion; if it doesn’t it 
could well strengthen reference to a hike at the next meeting 
should it prefer to provide a clearer signal before actually hiking. 
The doubt lies over whether it will or whether it will pander to 
markets by preferring to hold hands before hiking. I can think of 
no readily compelling reason as to why the Fed should stall in its 
hiking campaign, especially if it chooses to do so by simultaneously 
communicating an even cooler pace of future hikes by tamping down 
the dots to manage expectations as further data evolves and provides 
cover. This would be somewhat akin to the December move that both 
tightened policy by hiking the target rate and eased policy through 
extended reinvestment; ie: it wasn’t really much of a hike. The Fed is 
falling behind the inflation curve. Recent comments on inflation by 
Fed officials have seemed dated given the upswing in actual inflation 
and wages since last summer (chart 2) and market-based measures 
of inflation expectations (chart 3). Wage data is volatile, and the way 
to look at it is probably on a three month moving average basis which 
is presently 2.5% y/y and in the context of solid job growth that puts to 
bed fears that job markets might be wavering (go here for more). To 
be fair, one should be as dismissive of this upswing in market-based 
measures of inflation expectations as of the downswing as they are 
distorted measures in no small part thrown around in both directions whenever nominal Treasuries are rallying 
or cheapening on safe-haven flows that are prone to over-correcting. Thus, market measures of inflation 
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expectations can be volatile for reasons bearing little to no resemblance to true inflation expectations. Note 
that Fischer and Brainard are the last scheduled Fed officials to speak before it slips into communications 
black-out on Tuesday until the following Thursday during which time FOMC members are to ‘refrain’ from 
speaking as per the Fed’s communications policy (here). There is always the risk of communications during 
this period as not all members have strictly abided by the guidelines at all times in the past but the current 
composition of the FOMC is judged less likely to stretch its interpretation of ‘refrain’. 

Republican and Democratic primaries will be held in Kansas, Kentucky, Nebraska, Maine, Louisiana, Puerto 
Rico, Hawaii, Idaho, Mississippi, Michigan, and Florida. Whether attack ads and speeches against Donald 
Trump work or not will be gauged. The primaries could, however, be simply historical footnotes as it is looking 
likely at this stage that GOP candidate Donald Trump and Democratic Presidential candidate Hillary Clinton 
will face each other in November. 

The rest of the week will offer thin gruel by way of US market developments. Data releases will be very 
marginal at best and mainly focused upon the fourth quarter’s flow of funds accounts of the Federal Reserve 
which provide national balance sheet information across all sectors of the US economy (Thursday). 

The US Treasury conducts a 3 year auction, and reopens 10s and 30s. 

Europe — Will The ECB Disappoint Again? 

Thursday’s meeting of the European Central Bank, its rate 
announcement at 7:45amET that day, and President Draghi’s press 
conference at 8:30amET will be a dominant focal point not only on the 
European calendar but globally as well. It will certainly be the main focal 
point for our Paris-based Eurozone strategist Frédéric Prêtet who will be 
covering the meeting. President Draghi has talked up expectations again and 
risk is again skewed toward fear of disappointment like the market reaction to 
December’s addition to stimulus. It seems likely that the ECB will cut its 
deposit rate again, and perhaps by another 10bps or so to -0.4% and in tiered 
fashion as the limit to switching to cash alternates gets approached (enter 
gold’s rally). This remains an experiment in negative rates that frankly isn’t 
working, is unlikely to work and could well continue to backfire as it arguably 
has in the banking sector (go here for our views). From Basel III to the 
Volcker Rule, Dodd-Frank, endless litigation, moral suasion, and now 
negative rates that erode reward to lending, it shouldn’t be a terribly grand 
surprise that lending channels are weak and with that so goes the economy. It’s also possible that the ECB 
could expand the monthly pace of bond purchases from the present €70 billion but, after the December 
disappointment, it seems imprudent to speculate upon how much and the degree to which the ECB would be 
comfortable expanding its focus. At risk is whether the longer end of Germany’s sovereign curve also goes 
negative (chart 4). 

In the latest signal of pending action, President Draghi stated in a letter to Member of the European Parliament Jonas 
Fernández that “There is good evidence that the monetary policy measures taken since June 2014 are working as 
intended. However, the review has to be seen against the background of increased downside risks to the earlier 
outlook amid heightened uncertainty about emerging market economies’ growth prospects, volatility in the financial 
and commodity markets, and geopolitical risks. In this environment, euro area inflation dynamics continue to be 
weaker than expected.” Also “In preparation for the meeting, work is being carried out to ensure that all the technical 
conditions are in place to make the full range of policy options available for implementation, if needed.” 

Most data risk over the week will arrive before Thursday’s ECB meeting and is likely to be of relatively trivial 
consequence and simply mark the passage of time by markets. What will inform past and present growth 
tracking will be the Q4 add-up of Eurozone GDP; trade figures from Germany, France and the UK; German 
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factory orders; German, French, Spanish and UK factory output; as well as retail sales for the latter. Also note 
that the EU holds a Summit on the refugee crisis into the start of the week. 

Asia — Could China Lead On Fiscal Stimulus While Others Talk About It? 

Through a combination of policy guidance and macro reports, China could have enormous ability to 
impact the global market tone into the Monday Asian market open and throughout the week especially 
over the first half.  

China’s annual meetings of the National People’s Congress and the Chinese People’s Political 
Consultative Conference (aka the “Two Sessions.”) have begun. They will span the next two weeks 
and this weekend carries significant headline risk. Premier Li is expected to announce an annual growth 
target range of 6.5-7% this weekend and thus veer away from point estimates like the ‘around 7%’ guidance of 
2015 (6.9% actual). The 13th Five Year Plan will also be tabled, and with a new budget will be guidance over 
how much fiscal stimulus is likely in order to achieve growth goals within the context of continued structural 
reforms. Guidance is likely to be forthcoming over the meetings that end on Fed day (March 16th) and 
culminate in a press conference led by Premier Li that could be instructive to Fed policy risks. Serendipity 
strikes again. 

And so the question that begs asking is this: Were markets too impatient 
expecting China to deliver the goods to the G20 at the conclusion of recent 
meetings? Quite possibly yes. After cutting the reserve ratio requirement 
applied to banks by 0.5%, watch for potentially significant fiscal policy 
action out of China if not this weekend then in the fairly near-term. 
China’s Premier will present the government budget and the 2016 GDP 
growth target during these meetings. One piece of advice from PBOC 
officials (here, translated howsoever imperfectly) is to raise the deficit:gdp 
target to 4% or higher (from the official estimate of 2.3% last year and 2.1% 
the prior year, see chart 5), and to sell more bonds in part to finance tax cuts 
especially for small- and medium-sized enterprises. China, like Europe 
under the Maastricht Treaty but, err…more firmly so…believed that a 3% 
deficit-to-gdp line was not to be crossed. The argument for going above this 
now is that the economy needs it in the medium-term period, the national 
government has low debt and lots of state-owned assets, growth is still 
relatively fast to drive future revenues, and China is a deficit light-weight 
compared to US/Europe/Japan. Other parts of the economy are not light on 
debt and challenges, but the national government has room to act and 
especially with relatively more captive savers than exist in a lot of other major global economies. This is also 
in the context of the recent comment by China’s Finance Minister that “China still has the room to loosen fiscal 
policy.” If China raised its deficit to GDP target by, say, two percentage points of nominal GDP then 
that would translate into an extra US$215 billion of deficit-financed stimulus this year. In a macro sense 
this shifts the levers toward less saving and more of an expenditure focus which has always been part of the 
global rebalancing argument. US$215B isn’t massive, and is only about one-third of the size of the package 
China rolled out in 2009 without even taking account of the fact that China’s economy is bigger seven years 
later, but it’s meaningful and with likely upside to the estimate. By comparison, it would be equal to about one-
fifth of Canada’s nominal GDP and 1-2% of the size of the US in nominal GDP terms and perhaps higher. 
How fiscal policy sustainably translates into growth remains a very legitimate open question, but it at least 
buys time for China to do more of the reforms it needs to do while making delivery of its growth target more 
likely. 
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Chinese macro data risk will also be present and primarily over the earlier part of the week. Here is 
what to watch for: 

 We’ll find out the extent to which China’s foreign reserves fell in February to defend the currency 
and bring about convergence between the onshore and offshore exchange values of the yuan. 
Consensus thinks that the pace of decline in foreign reserves ebbed somewhat during February versus 
January. China has at best only a moderate degree of capital account openness which is highly seasonal 
for individual savers. The US$50,000 per head conversion limit into US dollars is re-set at the beginning 
of each year and hence concerns over currency devaluation sparked a rush to cash out and diversify 
currency risk earlier this year. Most of that effect has probably been exhausted by now and amidst de 
facto and de jure forms of additional capital account tightening this year. China likely has considerably 
greater ability to steer the currency and stem capital outflows now than over the first two months of the 
year.  

 Chinese export figures will also be watched for evidence of stabilization. The challenge is that 
efforts to offset or circumvent yuan devaluations may have distorted export and import readings to the 
point of being thoroughly unreliable given the incentive that can exist to over/under invoice for currency 
hedging and management purposes. That is likely one major reason why China’s trade statistics have 
borne little resemblance to the figures reported on the other side of its bilateral trading relationships with a 
number of other countries that are more likely to be reporting truer depictions of two-way trading. An 
additional complication is that no Chinese data over the first two months of the year should be taken at 
face value as the shifting Lunar New Year can distort the timing of production closure decisions in ways 
that average seasonal adjustment factors cannot fully control. Watch Chinese trade figures more closely 
over coming months once some distance has been put behind distortions toward the start of the year.  

 CPI for the month of February is expected to continue to climb and has risen by a half percentage 
point in year-ago terms over the past three months with February’s print expected to land at a hair’s width 
below 2%.  

 Aggregate financing figures including new yuan loan growth will arrive sometime over the week or into 
the following week. The risk here is the potential for marked and greater-than-normal seasonal 
cooling in financing activity given that China re-sets its loan quotas given to banks at the start of each 
calendar year on the western Gregorian calendar. This usually leads to a sharp rise in the reported 
figures that are not seasonally adjusted, and then February’s tally typically comes back down to earth. An 
added uncertainty this year is whether the massive rise in new financing activity in January was genuine 
and a sign of stimulus, or — and more likely in our view — driven by currency instability. Borrowers 
expecting the yuan to devalue further would probably be encouraged to borrow more in the local currency 
under the expectation that the burden of servicing yuan-related debt out of foreign currency receipts 
would go down over time if the currency kept depreciating. That might have brought forward much of the 
year’s borrowing activity into the single month of January. To the extent to which China has calmed FX 
markets, watch for the risk that aggregate financing sharply reverses the January effect.  

Bank of Japan Governor Haruhiko Kuroda speaks on Monday morning (Sunday evening ET) in an 
otherwise dull week for Japanese risks; only Q4 GDP revisions are on tap. Three regional central banks will 
issue policy decisions including the Bank of Korea, the Reserve Bank of New Zealand, and Bank Negara 
Malaysia.  
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Spotlight On Growth 

The global economy is still struggling to generate stronger growth. 
Aggregate demand has yet to revive despite very supportive monetary 
conditions internationally. World trade volumes lost considerable 
momentum at the end of last year, with sub-par readings on 
manufacturing activity and bulk shipping persisting in the opening 
months of 2016. 

Much of the continuing underperformance can be attributed to China's 
plan to eliminate overcapacity in many of its traditional industrial and 
manufacturing sectors as it transitions to higher-valued production and 
service-related output, and the cascading effect on suppliers 
throughout Asia-Pacific and Latin America. In addition, most 
commodity-dependent countries and regions are still responding to the 
collapse in prices, particularly for energy and metals, through sizeable 
cutbacks in investment and hiring. Structural adjustments are 
dampening activity globally, and in the emerging market economies in 
particular. At the same time, the renewed volatility in financial markets, 
now aggravated by unsettled politics in the U.K. and the U.S., threatens to aggravate the already elevated 
level of economic uncertainty.  

The absence of more synchronized global economic activity, and the resulting divergence in policy, remain a 
weak spot in the outlook. Deflationary risks in the euro zone are again increasing against the backdrop of 
lingering modest growth, forcing policymakers to favour even deeper negative interest rates and an expanded 
asset purchase program. Japan has also implemented negative borrowing costs with its economy registering 
little if any growth. In the United States, the Fed has begun to gradually normalize borrowing costs in view of 
the United States' very low unemployment rate and signs of emerging price pressures. This has helped keep 
the U.S. dollar relatively firm, and forced countries such as Mexico to raise interest rates to arrest capital 
outflows and stabilize their currencies. Many countries, like Canada, are keeping monetary policy on hold in 
the current slow growth and low inflation environment. 

One of the major keys to generating stronger global growth is that U.S. consumers must continue to drive 
spending, thereby broadening the U.S. expansion and buoying imports from around the world. The purchasing 
power of U.S. households is being reinforced by consistently solid job gains, sharply lower gasoline prices, 
rising home valuations, and reduced debt burdens. Auto sales should remain elevated and housing activity will 
likely continue to build momentum in response to considerable pent-up demand. Non-residential construction 
stands to benefit from expanding government infrastructure upgrades, and increasing commercial building. 
Nonetheless, the U.S. economy is having a difficult time in attaining escape velocity because of the downturn 
in the energy sector, and the chronic weakness in capital goods orders, manufacturing activity, and exports 
largely attributable to slow growth abroad and the still strong U.S. dollar.  

Another key is the ramping up of consumer spending and service-related activity in China, thereby lessening 
the downside risks to growth associated with its multi-year structural adjustments affecting both the private 
sector and state-owned enterprises. Chinese policymakers recently cut bank reserve requirements again to 
bolster liquidity and credit demands. Improving prospects internationally would go a long way towards 
stabilizing commodity prices, and help to alleviate the significant retrenchment underway among producers.  

Canada's relatively modest growth reflects a highly imbalanced regional performance, highlighted by the 
significant retrenchment in investment and hiring underway in the energy-dominated producing provinces of 
Alberta, Saskatchewan and Newfoundland & Labrador. At the same time, an important rebalancing is 
underway towards B.C. and the central provinces which are collectively benefitting from much more diversified 
economies in manufacturing, services, retail/wholesale activity, residential construction, in addition to non-
energy resources. Many of these sectors are expected to continue to leverage their increased currency and 
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export competitiveness to take advantage of further advances in 
U.S. domestic demand. Over the past year, for example, export 
volumes in consumer goods, industrial machinery, electronics 
equipment and aircraft & parts expanded at 6.9%, 6.1%, 4.3% 
and 2.6%, respectively. Similarly, an important stabilization in the 
international price of crude oil — triggered by a slowing in global 
oil production that begins to reduce inventories amid rising 
demand — would help limit the spreading fallout in the resource-
centric provinces.  

Continuing, albeit modest job gains in the less energy-sensitive 
Canadian provinces, are helping to underpin consumer purchases 
and housing activity. Incentives are also buoying auto and light 
truck sales alongside lower pump prices for gasoline, although 
rising imported inflation is taking an increasing bite out of 
purchasing power. And with single-family home affordability being 
stretched by high prices, and household debt burdens already at 
historically high levels, the contribution from residential 
construction and renovation activity will be restrained. Canada’s 
large tourism sector should remain a bright spot in the outlook, 
with the weaker exchange rate a significant inducement to foreign 
travellers from the United States and the Asia-Pacific region, as 
well as domestic visitors. 

Our Canadian forecast incorporates our recommendation for 
federal fiscal stimulus of $20 billion, equivalent to 1% of GDP, 
implemented during the second half of 2016 and the first half of 
2017. This stimulus would be over and above the deficit resulting 
from weaker economic conditions, estimated for fiscal 2016-17 at 
$18 billion by the federal government. The stimulus should be 
designed to: deliver a rapid economic impact; raise Canada’s 
economic capacity and thus our longer-term growth prospects; 
and, facilitate adjustments in the provinces most affected by weak 
commodity prices. Once the Canadian economy no longer 
requires policy support, targeting a declining ratio of net debt-to-
GDP should resume.  
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All Eyes On Beijing As Chinese Policymakers Meet 

Chinese policymaking — whether it succeeds or fails — will be one of the most critical factors shaping the global 
economic outlook. For that reason, the annual meeting of the People’s National Congress that is currently 
underway will be carefully watched by market participants over the next two weeks, as this gathering is the 
forum for Chinese authorities to discuss pressing issues, such as structural reforms and other policy priorities for 
2016 and for the next 5-year period. Our attention over the coming two weeks will be drawn by two key factors: 
1) fiscal stimulus and 2) capital flow management. 

Chinese policymakers will likely unveil additional fiscal stimulus 
measures. In our view, public outlays will serve as the main policy avenue 
to deal with the strong decelerating forces that the Chinese economy is 
facing, given that monetary easing stimulates lending and has already 
resulted in a ballooning of private sector credit (China's total private sector 
credit is equivalent to 230% of GDP, compared to an emerging market 
average of 156%). Moreover, fiscal stimulus will play an important role in 
limiting rising social discontent, which might represent a threat to the 
existing political order. Recently, policymakers of the Chinese central bank 
indicated that the central government deficit could safely rise to 4% of 
GDP from an estimated 2.3% of GDP in 2015. We expect fiscal measures 
to be directed at infrastructure projects as well as such areas as taxation 
and services that would support China’s ongoing transition toward a more 
consumer-based economy. Another option in the government’s toolbox for 
stimulating domestic demand is an improvement of the social security 
system. China's high savings rate of close to 50% (compared with an EM 
average of 32%) is a result of the lack of a robust social safety net, which is forcing the Chinese consumer to 
save for a rainy day and for the future caring costs of aging parents. Indeed, social reforms can release a massive 
pool of funds that would boost consumer spending without exacerbating economic imbalances. 

Chinese authorities will likely discuss the ongoing structural reform progress, particularly regarding capital 
flow liberalization now that renminbi internationalization has progressed and domestic interest rates have been 
liberalized. As can be seen from Chart 2, China’s capital account remains relatively closed when compared to other 
countries. Capital account reforms would help ease structural imbalances by providing Chinese companies and 
consumers with a larger range of investment alternatives, making the Chinese banking system more resilient due to 
balance sheet diversification abroad and improving the effectiveness of monetary policy. Nevertheless, elevated 
financial market volatility in early 2016 has forced massive government intervention and prompted Chinese 
authorities to back-pedal on capital account liberalization 
by temporarily tightening existing controls. The situation is 
unsustainable and the country's capital account is under 
substantial pressure. This is evidenced by recent sizable 
capital outflows, the resultant depreciatory pressure on the 
renminbi, and the loss of foreign reserves due to official 
intervention to support the currency. Accordingly, capital 
flow liberalization must continue, yet it will require very 
careful and incremental policymaking. Given potential 
banking sector fragility and the lack of sophisticated pricing 
of risk and risk management techniques, we assess that 
the liberalization of short term capital flows in particular 
carries substantial implementation risks. These risks are 
highly relevant given the size of the Chinese economy, its 
influence on investor sentiment, and the precarious nature 
of the current global economic recovery.  
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In The Wake Of The Paris Agreement 

 Work begins on a pan-Canadian climate change policy. 

The Paris climate change agreement set a target of holding the 
increase in the global average temperature relative to pre-industrial 
levels to less than 2°C, while pursuing efforts to limit the rise to  
1.5°C. Canada supported the importance of the 1.5°C objective, 
and alongside 20 other nations including the UK, U.S. and 
Australia, also signed Mission Innovation, that aims for each 
national participant to double its state-directed clean energy R&D 
investment over five years. Where prior negotiations on a legally 
binding global treaty failed, the Paris agreement boasts 195 
signatories, but it allows each nation to set its own climate change 
plan. National progress reports plus five-year plan updates are 
required, but no specific penalties are defined for non-performance. 
As the difficult realities of achieving material reductions in 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions emerge, such as the court 
challenges impacting President Obama’s Clean Power Plan, the 
Trudeau government has committed Canada to meaningful 
progress. A Memorandum of Understanding on Climate Change 
and Energy Collaboration is expected to be signed with the U.S. 
and Mexico next week.   

Canada’s ambitious 2030 goal is to cut its GHG emissions by 30% 
from 2005 levels (Charts 1&2). Our GHG emissions in 2013, the 
latest year for official GHG data, were 3.1% below 2005, reflecting 
an 8% recession decline and a rebound approaching 4% to 2013. 
The Vancouver Declaration from yesterday’s meeting of the 
Provincial and Territorial Premiers with the Prime Minister supports: 
meeting or exceeding Canada’s 2030 GHG target, stepping up 
GHG mitigation over time; and, better coordinating regional 
emissions and climate action reporting.   

Agreement on a national minimum carbon price was not reached. 
Given the regional diversity in economic structure and GHG 
emissions intensity (Chart 3), each Province and Territory will 
develop its own climate change plan accessing a range of tools, 
including carbon pricing mechanisms. Policy differences already 
are underlined by BC’s revenue neutral carbon tax since FY2008-
09, Alberta’s climate change proposals, Quebec’s existing cap-and-
trade program linked to California’s with ties to Ontario’s and 
Manitoba’s proposed frameworks, and the array of renewable 
energy plans. Importantly, Ottawa framed its Low Carbon Economy 
Trust and its substantial funding pledge towards green 
infrastructure, public transit and energy-efficient social 
infrastructure in terms of complementing not duplicating provincial 
efforts. To advance Ottawa’s goal of a pan-Canadian climate 
change framework, working groups will address four areas: clean 
technology, innovation and jobs; carbon pricing mechanisms; GHG 
mitigation opportunities; and climate resilience and adaptation. 
Their reports will be published in advance of the scheduled October 
meeting, which in turn is just weeks before the UN Conference of 
the Parties in November.   
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Brexit / Opinion Polls – Update 

Which Polls Matter? 

We are now 2 weeks into the UK’s EU referendum campaign with 16 weeks left to go. Everyone’s faith in 
opinion polls has been somewhat shaken given the experience of the 2015 General Election (when the 
Conservatives won a majority — contrary to opinion polls) and the 2014 Scottish Referendum (when the polls 
suggested a much closer outcome). Hence commentators, including ourselves, have been finding different 
ways to slice and dice the early warning signals.  

The first approach has been to focus more closely on opinion polls conducted over the telephone rather than 
online. The rationale is that participants have to actively want to participate in online polls by registering and 
taking part in these surveys. That is likely to capture a different kind of voter than someone who happens to be 
telephoned out of the blue by a polling agency. The latter have been deemed to be more reliable than their 
online counterparts. 

Chart 1 shows the lead for the “stay” camp based on polls conducted over the phone, versus polls conducted 
online. There are two key observations. Firstly, polls conducted over the phone show a solid lead for the “stay” 
camp, while online polls show the lead camp is pretty much non-existent. 

Secondly, both lines (although it is more prominent for phone surveys) have shown a drop in support for the 
“stay” camp since the very end of 2015. In the case of phone surveys the lead has dropped from close to 25% 
down to around 12%. 

The other channel through which analysts have attempted to gauge polling intentions is through the betting 
markets. When Boris Johnson threw his weight behind the “leave” campaign almost two weeks ago, it was 
widely seen as increasing the likelihood that the UK would vote to leave the EU. However, according to the 
betting markets, the opposite has been true. More specifically, on 21 February (when Boris Johnson made his 
announcement) Betfair.com would have paid 2.96 times a stake betting on the UK leaving the EU. Almost two 
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Chart 1: “Stay” Camp Lead Based on Phone and Online Polls  
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weeks later, the pay-out on the same bet would be 3.8 times. Hence, on the basis of the spread betting 
market, the ‘Boris effect’ has been non-existent.  

Regular Opinion Polls 

Clearly there have been divisions among the governing Conservative Party in light of the EU 
referendum. However, it doesn’t seem to have hurt the party’s popularity (or Boris Johnson’s) in the 
regular opinion polls. Indeed, the Conservative party has had a pretty consistent 5-15% lead over the 
Labour party in recent months. 

Translating those percentages into seats in parliament has been complicated in the past given 
boundaries issues, etc. The process of redrawing boundaries has been restarted of late, having been 
abandoned in the last parliament. This could see the number of seats in the House of Commons fall 
from 650 to 600. According to ukpollingreport.co.uk, had the last General Election been run under the 
abandoned boundary changes, the Conservative party would have won with a majority of 44 seats 
(compared to the actual margin of 12 seats). Hence if the Conservative party can maintain its 
popularity in terms of overall percentage of the vote, it will be less challenging to secure a majority in 
parliament. The next challenge for the government (before the EU referendum) will be the Budget, 
scheduled for 16 March. Look out for our preview in the coming days. 

Boris Johnson’s rating as the next Conservative party leader has risen to 43% now compared with 
38% before he joined the “leave” campaign. Having ruffled a few feathers does not seem to have 
concerned conservative voters. Only 20% of those polled cared what his stance was on the EU 
referendum. 
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Global Foreign Exchange Trends 

Currency market volatility increased through February, delivering sharp and, in some cases, unexpected 
moves in the major currencies. Equity markets have remained choppy and broader market uncertainties have 
increased in the past few weeks, driving demand for safe havens. Crude oil prices have, however, stabilized 
somewhat. Investors will have to confront significant event risk in the next few weeks (central bank policy 
decisions in the US, euro zone, Canada etc., the federal budget will be unveiled in Ottawa and battle lines will 
become more precisely delineated in the US presidential election campaign and the UK’s “Brexit” debate). 
Broader measures of FX market volatility reached the highest level since 2011 in February and volatility 
appears likely to remain elevated in the weeks ahead. 

The US dollar (USD) remains generally well-supported, with the DXY (market-weighted index) close to recent 
(multi-year) highs. The early February weakness in the big dollar was handily reversed, with the February run 
of US data generally reporting above expectations. The US economy appears to be in a relatively good shape. 
Q4 GDP was revised higher, unexpectedly, and GDP tracking measures for Q1 suggest growth in the region 
of 2% currently. We continue to anticipate tighter monetary policy from the Federal Reserve this year but 
markets disagree and have factored out virtually any chance of any tightening this year. Tighter policy will 
drive a broader re-pricing of the short end of the curve and remains a key upside risk for the USD.  

The Canadian dollar (CAD) was one of the better-performing currencies in February as it reversed a good part 
of the January sell-off. Oil prices have stopped declining and the Bank of Canada (BoC) has moved to policy 
sidelines as it awaits news on the fiscal policy front from the Federal government. Meaningful fiscal stimulus in 
the budget would take over the heavy-lifting to boost growth from monetary policy and the exchange rate. 
While the weaker CAD has helped underpin growth in Canadian non -energy exports, the downside of a 
plunging exchange rate has become obvious for policymakers in the form of rising imported food costs. We 
continue to target 1.37 for the end of Q1 and we recognize the potential for heightened volatility around 
March’s event risk. We think near-term USDCAD gains back towards the 1.38/1.40 area are a good selling 
opportunity.  

The GBP has under-performed broadly in the past few weeks. The UK data run has also managed to surprise 
positively relative to market expectations but the reality of the “Brexit” referendum, called by UK Prime Minister 
Cameron after he won concessions for the UK on its participation in the European Union (EU), has boosted 
uncertainty in the GBP. The referendum will be held on June 23rd. The emergence of some significant political 
personalities on the “leave” side of the argument has lent a little more credibility to the anti-EU camp. Polls 
suggest sentiment is fluid and a high number of voters are undecided, however. Uncertainty will prolong the 
Bank of England’s stay on the policy sidelines and investors will want clarity on the UK’s position in Europe 
before embracing the GBP again. The cost of leaving the EU would likely be significant in economic terms. 

EURUSD has weakened steadily from the early February high near 1.14. Price signals suggest that the 
broader consolidation in the EUR that developed following the early December European Central Bank (ECB) 
meeting is starting to break down bearishly for the EUR. Euro zone data have been less impressive, 
suggesting slow growth and renewed deflationary impulses. We expect the ECB to unveil more 
accommodation at the March 10th policy meeting. Given prospects for the US economy, we think the 
asymmetric growth and policy divergence narrative between the euro zone and the US that kept the EUR 
under pressure for much of 2015 remains alive. We continue to target EURUSD falling to 1.05 at the end of 
March and we think downside risks remain significant for H2, especially as UK “Brexit” volatility could spill over 
negatively into the EUR.  

The JPY has been a top-performer through February and is up more than 5% versus the USD since the start 
of the year. JPY appreciation reflects safe-haven demand amid broader uncertainties across assets earlier in 
the year. Gains roundly ignore the Bank of Japan’s latest monetary easing as well as our own expectations for 
exchange rate depreciation (based on policy differentials). Japanese officials are uncomfortable with the JPY 
rise, fearing that strength may undermine exports, derail growth and curb inflation. The Ministry of Finance 
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resorted to “verbal intervention” to try and slow or reverse JPY gains. Bank of Japan data imply that no actual 
intervention occurred in February but USDJPY losses appear to have steadied around 111, coincidental with 
improving global equity markets. 

In the developing market space, stable energy prices are positive developments for the likes of the RUB, COP 
and IDR. The MXN has responded positively to stronger crude oil as well as aggressive and concerted 
domestic policy action to reverse recent weakness. USDMXN weakness below 18 suggests that more MXN 
gains are likely going forward. The KRW has fallen sharply over the past month amid weak export growth, 
rising rate cut expectations and geo-political tensions. The CNY has weakened steadily, if only slightly, over 
the past month; we think modest weakness is fundamentally justified amid slower growth and central bank 
policy accommodation. The Shanghai G-20 meeting held at the end of February revealed no new measures 
on global growth initiatives or FX policy. Enhanced international cooperation and coordination remains difficult 
to achieve while policymakers remain pre-occupied with domestic challenges. 
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Key Data Preview  

CANADA 

Jobs data for February are a very tough call. With little to go by 
in terms of coincident or leading indicators for the Canadian 
economy, we’re left forecasting a modest +10k increase in 
employment on the basis of a view that the economy is 
fundamentally growing at a modest rate (Scotia’s forecast is for 
a +1% q/q annualized pace of GDP growth in Q1 following a 
+0.8% q/q annualized pace of growth in Q4 2015) and thus 
labor supply is only being absorbed at a commensurate modest 
pace. That said, and over and above the fundamentals, the 
monthly numbers have been volatile and point to the possibility 
of outlier numbers — in either direction. In the upside risk 
column, the ranks of the self-employed dropped by 20k in 
January and could be due for a base effect bounce higher. As 
well, goods producing sectors dropped 25k jobs in Jan. and 
could be due for a rebound, particularly given strong export 
numbers of late that point to some momentum in non-resource 
goods producing industries. The downside risks column 
includes the fact that the labor force survey showed payrolls 
expanding at a surprising rate (+13k jobs/month) in 2015 given 
the sluggish rate of overall economic growth.  

Housing starts are the other print due out of Canada in the 
week ahead, and we’re expecting a +185k number for February 
after January posted a disappointing +166k number. Positive 
factors include the underlying momentum in permits issued 
(average: 210k units SAAR during Q4 2015) and still-strong 
home prices in Toronto and Vancouver that should motivate 
builders. As well, the volatile multis category could simply 
rebound. The big issue with February housing starts numbers in 
Canada in general (and the same can be said for starts from 
Nov. through March really) is that the actual level of 
construction represented by the seasonally adjusted annualized 
quantity of housing starts is fairly low — for understandable 
reasons. Very little actual construction happens during the 
winter in the quite-cold Canada. As a result, we would add that 
whether or not construction does or doesn’t pick up in 
February… may not matter that much. 
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EUROPE 

The European Central Bank (ECB) Governing Council will meet on March 9th and 10th and is widely expected 
to agree on further monetary policy measures to revive the euro zone’s ailing economy and depressed 
inflation. The ECB will issue a press release with its decision on March 10th at 7:45 EST, which will likely 
include another 10 basis point cut to its deposit rate, bringing it to -0.40%, and potential plans for unveiling a 
package of additional unconventional monetary stimulus at the 8:30 EST press conference with ECB 
President Mario Draghi. At this time, Draghi is expected to unveil how the ECB will step up its quantitative 
easing program, which will likely come in the form of a €10-20 billion increase in the scale of monthly asset 
purchases, currently at €60 billion per month, and/or an extension to the length of the program beyond the 
current March 2017 end date.   

LATIN AMERICA 

Inflation figures for the month of February will be released in 
Colombia, Chile, and Brazil on March 5th, 8th, and 9th, 
respectively. Currency weakness (on the back of depressed oil 
prices) and dry weather (due to El Niño conditions) continue to 
put upward pressure on Colombian prices, with February 
inflation expected to come in around 7.8% y/y. The country’s 
central bank hiked interest rates for the sixth consecutive month 
to 6.25% in mid-February. In Chile, we estimate that inflation 
eased somewhat in February to 4.5% y/y from 4.8% the prior 
month. Prices in Brazil continue to trend higher, and we expect 
inflation to have averaged 10.8% y/y in February on the back on 
higher food and transportation prices. The central bank has 
indicated that it believes that inflation has peaked and that 
anemic domestic economic growth will begin to slow price gains 
in the latter part of 2016. 

ASIA 

The Malaysian central bank will hold a monetary policy meeting 
on March 9th and we expect monetary authorities to keep the 
benchmark interest rate at 3.25%. The key rate has remained 
unchanged since July 2014 when it was raised by 25 basis 
points. The Malaysian consumer price index rose by 3.5% y/y in 
January, up from 2.7% recorded in December. We expect 
inflation to remain elevated in the near term until the impact of a 
weaker currency and the GST implementation in April 2015 start 
fading away. The headline rate will likely hover slightly above 2% 
y/y at the end of the year. The Malaysian economy continues to 
record reasonably solid growth momentum, 5.0% in 2015, 
despite low energy prices that are adversely impacting the 
country’s energy sector. Economic activity is driven by solid 
domestic demand. We expect the country’s real GDP to expand 
by 4⅓% this year, in line with the government’s revised forecast.  
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Key Indicators for the week of March 7 – 11 

Forecasts at time of publication. 
Source: Bloomberg, Scotiabank Economics. 

North America 

A3 

Europe 

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest
US 03/07 15:00 Consumer Credit (US$ bn m/m) Jan 15.0 16.5 21.3

CA 03/08 08:15 Housing Starts (000s a.r.) Feb 185.0 -- 165.9
CA 03/08 08:30 Building Permits (m/m) Jan -- -- 11.3

US 03/09 07:00 MBA Mortgage Applications (w/w) MAR 4 -- -- -4.8
MX 03/09 09:00 Bi-Weekly Core CPI (% change) Feb 29 -- 0.1 0.2
MX 03/09 09:00 Bi-Weekly CPI (% change) Feb 29 -- 0.1 0.3
MX 03/09 09:00 Consumer Prices (m/m) Feb -- 0.5 0.4
MX 03/09 09:00 Consumer Prices (y/y) Feb -- 2.9 2.6
MX 03/09 09:00 Consumer Prices Core (m/m) Feb -- 0.3 0.2
CA 03/09 10:00 BoC Interest Rate Announcement (%) Mar 9 0.50 0.50 0.50
US 03/09 10:00 Wholesale Inventories (m/m) Jan -- -0.2 -0.1

CA 03/10 08:30 Capacity Utilization (%) 4Q -- -- 82.0
CA 03/10 08:30 New Housing Price Index (m/m) Jan -- -- 0.1
US 03/10 08:30 Initial Jobless Claims (000s) MAR 5 280 275 278
US 03/10 08:30 Continuing Claims (000s) FEB 27 2250 -- 2257
US 03/10 14:00 Treasury Budget (US$ bn) Feb -- -200.0 55.2

CA 03/11 08:30 Employment (000s m/m) Feb 10.0 10.1 -5.7
CA 03/11 08:30 Unemployment Rate (%) Feb 7.2 7.2 7.2
US 03/11 08:30 Export Prices (m/m) Feb -- -0.8 -1.1
US 03/11 08:30 Import Prices (m/m) Feb -- -0.8 -1.1
MX 03/11 09:00 Industrial Production (m/m) Jan -- 0.1 -0.1
MX 03/11 09:00 Industrial Production (y/y) Jan -- 0.2 0.0

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest
GE 03/07 02:00 Factory Orders (m/m) Jan -- -0.3 -0.7

GE 03/08 02:00 Industrial Production (m/m) Jan -- 0.5 -1.2
FR 03/08 02:45 Central Government Balance (€ bn) Jan -- -- -70.5
FR 03/08 02:45 Current Account (€ bn) Jan -- -- -0.7
FR 03/08 02:45 Trade Balance (€ mn) Jan -- -4100 -3943
HU 03/08 03:00 GDP (y/y) 4Q F -- -- 3.2
SP 03/08 03:00 Industrial Output NSA (y/y) Jan -- -- 2.9
EC 03/08 05:00 GDP (q/q) 4Q P -- 0.3 0.3

UK 03/09 04:30 Industrial Production (m/m) Jan -- 0.4 -1.1
UK 03/09 04:30 Manufacturing Production (m/m) Jan -- 0.2 -0.2

FR 03/10 01:30 Non-Farm Payrolls (q/q) 4Q F -- 0.2 0.2
GE 03/10 02:00 Current Account (€ bn) Jan -- 17.0 25.6
GE 03/10 02:00 Trade Balance (€ bn) Jan -- 17.0 19.0
FR 03/10 02:45 Industrial Production (m/m) Jan -- 0.8 -1.6
FR 03/10 02:45 Industrial Production (y/y) Jan -- 0.1 -0.7
FR 03/10 02:45 Manufacturing Production (m/m) Jan -- 0.7 -0.8
SP 03/10 03:00 Real Retail Sales (y/y) Jan -- -- 3.2
IT 03/10 04:00 Unemployment Rate (%) 4Q -- 11.4 11.7
EC 03/10 07:45 ECB Main Refinancing Rate (%) Mar 10 0.05 0.05 0.05
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Key Indicators for the week of March 7 – 11 

Forecasts at time of publication. 
Source: Bloomberg, Scotiabank Economics. 

A4 

Europe (continued from previous page) 

Asia Pacific 

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest
GE 03/11 02:00 CPI (m/m) Feb F -- 0.4 0.4
GE 03/11 02:00 CPI (y/y) Feb F -- 0.0 0.0
GE 03/11 02:00 CPI - EU Harmonized (m/m) Feb F -- 0.4 0.4
GE 03/11 02:00 CPI - EU Harmonized (y/y) Feb F -- -0.2 -0.2
SP 03/11 03:00 CPI (m/m) Feb F -- -0.3 -0.3
SP 03/11 03:00 CPI (y/y) Feb F -- -0.8 -0.8
SP 03/11 03:00 CPI - EU Harmonized (m/m) Feb F -- -0.4 -0.4
SP 03/11 03:00 CPI - EU Harmonized (y/y) Feb F -- -0.9 -0.9
IT 03/11 04:00 Industrial Production (m/m) Jan -- 0.6 -0.7
UK 03/11 04:30 Visible Trade Balance (£ mn) Jan -- -10300 -9917

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest
JN 03/06 18:50 Official Reserve Assets (US$ bn) Feb -- -- 1248.1
AU 03/06 19:30 ANZ Job Advertisements  (m/m) Feb -- -- 1.0
CH MAR 6-7 Foreign Reserves (US$ bn) Feb -- 3190.0 3230.9

JN 03/07 00:00 Coincident Index CI Jan P -- 113.8 110.9
JN 03/07 00:00 Leading Index CI Jan P -- 101.6 102.1
AU 03/07 00:30 Foreign Reserves (AUD bn) Feb -- -- 61.6
TA 03/07 03:00 Exports (y/y) Feb -- -11.8 -13.0
TA 03/07 03:00 Imports (y/y) Feb -- -8.4 -11.7
TA 03/07 03:00 Trade Balance (US$ bn) Feb -- 3.4 3.5
NZ 03/07 16:45 Manufacturing Activity 4Q -- -- 4.2
JN 03/07 18:50 Bank Lending (y/y) Feb -- -- 2.3
JN 03/07 18:50 Current Account (¥ bn) Jan -- 700.0 960.7
JN 03/07 18:50 GDP (q/q) 4Q F -0.4 -0.4 -0.4
JN 03/07 18:50 GDP Deflator (y/y) 4Q F 1.5 1.5 1.5
JN 03/07 18:50 Trade Balance - BOP Basis (¥ bn) Jan -- -530.0 188.7
TA 03/07 19:30 CPI (y/y) Feb -- 0.9 0.8
CH MAR 7-8 Exports (y/y) Feb -- -15.0 -11.2
CH MAR 7-8 Imports (y/y) Feb -- -10.2 -18.8
CH MAR 7-8 Trade Balance (USD bn) Feb -- 50.8 63.3

JN 03/08 00:00 Consumer Confidence Feb -- 42.2 42.5
JN 03/08 01:00 Eco Watchers Survey (current) Feb -- 47.5 46.6
JN 03/08 01:00 Eco Watchers Survey (outlook) Feb -- 49.3 49.5
JN 03/08 18:50 Japan Money Stock M2 (y/y) Feb -- 3.2 3.2
JN 03/08 18:50 Japan Money Stock M3 (y/y) Feb -- 2.6 2.5
AU 03/08 19:30 Home Loans (%) Jan -- -2.8 2.6
AU 03/08 19:30 Investment Lending (% change) Jan -- -- 0.6

JN 03/09 01:00 Machine Tool Orders (y/y) Feb P -- -- -17.2
MA 03/09 05:00 Overnight Rate (%) Mar 9 3.25 3.25 3.25
NZ 03/09 15:00 RBNZ Official Cash Rate (%) Mar 10 2.50 2.50 2.50
PH 03/09 20:00 Exports (y/y) Jan -- -- -3.0
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Key Indicators for the week of March 7 – 11 

Forecasts at time of publication. 
Source: Bloomberg, Scotiabank Economics. 

A5 

Latin America 

Asia Pacific (continued from previous page) 

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest
CH 03/09 20:30 CPI (y/y) Feb 1.8 1.8 1.8
CH 03/09 20:30 PPI (y/y) Feb -- -4.9 -5.3
CH MAR 9-15 Aggregate Financing (CNY bn) Feb -- 1790 3417
CH MAR 9-15 New Yuan Loans (bn) Feb -- 1200 2510
IN MAR 9-15 Exports (y/y) Feb -- -- -13.6
IN MAR 9-15 Imports (y/y) Feb -- -- -11.0
SK MAR 9-10 BoK Base Rate (%) Mar 10 1.50 1.25 1.50

NZ 03/10 16:30 Business NZ PMI Feb -- -- 57.9
PH 03/10 20:00 Unemployment Rate (%) Jan 5.6 -- 5.6
MA 03/10 23:00 Industrial Production (y/y) Jan -- 2.2 2.7

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest
CO 03/05 12:00 Consumer Price Index (y/y) Feb 7.8 7.8 7.5

CL 03/07 06:30 Economic Activity Index SA (m/m) Jan -- -0.2 0.8
CL 03/07 06:30 Economic Activity Index NSA (y/y) Jan -- 0.2 1.5

CL 03/08 06:00 CPI (y/y) Feb 4.5 4.6 4.8

BZ 03/09 07:00 IBGE Inflation IPCA (y/y) Feb 10.8 10.5 10.7
PE MAR 9-11 Trade Balance (USD mn) Jan -- -- 193.0

BZ 03/10 07:00 Retail Sales (m/m) Jan -- -0.6 -2.7
BZ 03/10 07:00 Retail Sales (y/y) Jan -- -8.1 -7.1
CO 03/10 11:00 GDP (y/y) 4Q -- 3.0 3.2
PE 03/10 18:00 Reference Rate (%) Mar 10 4.25 4.50 4.25

BZ 03/11 Economic Activity Index SA (m/m) Jan -- 0.2 -0.5
BZ 03/11 Economic Activity Index NSA (y/y) Jan -- -7.2 -6.5
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Global Auctions for the week of March 7 – 11 

North America 

Europe 

Source: Bloomberg, Scotiabank Economics. 

A6 

Country Date Time Event
US 03/07 11:30 U.S. to Sell USD37 Bln 3-Month Bills
US 03/07 11:30 U.S. to Sell USD30 Bln 6-Month Bills

CA 03/08 10:30 Canada to Sell CAD3.975 Bln 98-Day Bills
CA 03/08 10:30 Canada to Sell CAD1.575 Bln 364-Day Bills
US 03/08 11:30 U.S. to Sell 4-Week Bills
US 03/08 13:00 U.S. to Sell USD24 Bln 3-Year Notes

US 03/09 13:00 U.S. to Sell USD20 Bln 10-Year Notes Reopening

US 03/10 13:00 U.S. to Sell USD12 Bln 30-Year Bonds Reopening

Country Date Time Event
NE 03/07 05:00 Netherlands to Sell Up to EUR2 Bln 83-Day Bills
NE 03/07 05:00 Netherlands to Sell Up to EUR2 Bln 175-Day Bills
NO 03/07 06:00 Norway Bond Auction Announcement
FR 03/07 08:50 France to Sell Bills

SP 03/08 04:30 Spain to Sell Bills
MB 03/08 05:00 Malta to Sell 91-Day Bills
MB 03/08 05:00 Malta to Sell 181-Day Bills
EC 03/08 05:10 ECB Main Refinancing Operation Result
SZ 03/08 05:15 Switzerland to Sell 91-Day Bills
AS 03/08 05:15 Austria to Sell 3.5% 2021 Bonds
AS 03/08 05:15 Austria to Sell 0.75% 2026 Bonds
BE 03/08 05:30 Belgium to Sell 3-Month Bills
BE 03/08 05:30 Belgium to Sell 12-Month Bills
UK 03/08 05:30 U.K. to Sell GBP1.25 Bln 3.75% 2052 Bonds
GE 03/08 05:30 Germany to Sell EUR500 Mln 0.1% I/L 2026 Bonds
EC 03/08 06:30 ESM Sells Bills

DE 03/09 04:30 Denmark to Sell Bills
CC 03/09 05:00 Cyprus to Sell 30-Day Bills
SW 03/09 05:03 Sweden to Sell SEK5 Bln 96-Day Bills
SW 03/09 05:03 Sweden to Sell SEK10 Bln 194-Day Bills
NO 03/09 05:05 Norway to Sell Bonds
SZ 03/09 05:15 Switzerland to Sell Bonds on Mar. 09
GE 03/09 05:30 Germany to Sell EUR4 Bln 0% 2018 Bonds

IT 03/10 05:00 Italy to Sell Bills
SW 03/10 05:03 Sweden to Sell SEK500 Mln 1% I/L 2025 Bonds
SW 03/10 05:03 Sweden to Sell SEK500 Mln 4% I/L 2020 Bonds
UK 03/10 05:30 U.K. to Sell GBP1 Bln 0.125% I/L 2036 Bonds
IR 03/10 05:30 Ireland to Sell Bills
NO 03/10 06:00 Norway Bills Auction Announcement

IT 03/11 05:00 Italy to Sell Bonds
UK 03/11 06:00 U.K. to Sell Bills
IC 03/11 06:00 Iceland to Sell Bills
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Global Auctions for the week of March 7 – 11 

Source: Bloomberg, Scotiabank Economics. 

A7 

Asia Pacific 

Latin America 

Country Date Time Event
AU 03/07 19:00 Australia Plans to Sell Index-Linked Bond
JN 03/07 22:35 Japan to Sell 6-Month Bills
JN 03/07 22:45 Japan to Sell 30-Year Bonds

CH 03/08 22:00 China to Sell CNY20 Bln 5-Yr Upsized Bonds

CH 03/09 21:00 Zhejiang to Sell CNY3 Bln 3-Yr General Bonds
CH 03/09 21:00 Zhejiang to Sell CNY9 Bln 5-Yr General Bonds
CH 03/09 21:20 Zhejiang to Sell CNY9 Bln 7-Yr General Bonds
CH 03/09 21:20 Zhejiang to Sell CNY9 Bln 10-Yr General Bonds
CH 03/09 21:20 Shandong to Sell CNY5.68 Bln 3-Yr Special Bonds
CH 03/09 21:20 Shandong to Sell CNY8.52 Bln 5-Yr Special Bonds
CH 03/09 21:20 Shandong to Sell CNY8.52 Bln 7-Yr Special Bonds
CH 03/09 21:20 Shandong to Sell CNY5.68 Bln 10-Yr Special Bonds
CH 03/09 22:00 China Plans to Sell 3-Year Saving Bonds
CH 03/09 22:00 China Plans to Sell 5-Year Saving Bonds
JN 03/09 22:35 Japan to Sell 3-Month Bills
JN 03/09 22:45 Japan to Sell 5-Year Bonds

CH 03/10 01:30 Shandong to Sell CNY6.32 Bln 3-Yr General Bonds
CH 03/10 01:30 Shandong to Sell CNY9.48 Bln 5-Yr General Bonds
CH 03/10 01:30 Shandong to Sell CNY9.48 Bln 7-Yr General Bonds
CH 03/10 01:30 Shandong to Sell CNY6.32 Bln 10-Yr General Bonds
NZ 03/10 20:05 New Zealand Plans to Sell NZD100 Mln 2.5% 2035 I/L Bonds
CH 03/10 22:00 China Plans to Sell 3-Month T-Bills
CH 03/10 22:00 China Plans to Sell 6-Month T-Bills

CH 03/11 01:30 Shandong to Sell CNY9.48 Bln 7-Yr General Bonds

Country Date Time Event
BZ 03/10 10:00 Brazil to Sell Fixed Rate Bonds - 01/01/2023
BZ 03/10 10:00 Brazil to Sell Fixed Rate Bonds - 01/01/2027
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Events for the week of March 7 – 11 

Europe 

Source: Bloomberg, Scotiabank Economics. 

A8 

North America 

Asia Pacific 

Latin America 

Country Date Time Event
US 03/05 Kansas Caucuses
US 03/05 Kentucky Republican Caucus
US 03/05 Nebraska Democratic Primary
US 03/05 Maine Republican Caucus
US 03/05 Louisiana Primaries

US 03/06 Maine Democratic Caucus
US 03/06 Puerto Rico Republican Primary

US 03/07 13:00 Fed's Fischer Speaks at Annual NABE Conference in Washington
US 03/07 13:00 Fed's Brainard Speaks at International Banking Conference

US 03/08 Hawaii Republican Caucus
US 03/08 Idaho Republican Primary
US 03/08 Mississippi Primaries
US 03/08 Michigan Primaries

CA 03/09 10:00 Bank of Canada Rate Decision

CA 03/10 16:15 Bank of Canada's Poloz gives introductory remarks in Ottawa

Country Date Time Event
EC 03/07 06:30 EU Leaders Hold Meeting With Turkey in Brussels
EC 03/07 09:00 Euro-Area Finance Ministers Meet in Brussels
EC 03/07 09:00 EU Holds Summit on Refugee Crisis in Brussels

EC 03/08 03:00 EU Finance Ministers Meet in Brussels
SP 03/08 03:00 Bank of Spain Governor Luis M Linde Speaks in Madrid
IT 03/08 Matteo Renzi meet Francois Hollande in Venice

EC 03/10 07:45 ECB Main Refinancing Rate
EC 03/10 07:45 ECB Deposit Facility Rate
EC 03/10 07:45 ECB Marginal Lending Facility
EC 03/10 08:30 ECB President Draghi Gives Post Meeting Press Conference

EC 03/11 Andorra Sovereign Debt to Be Rated by Fitch
EC 03/11 EU Sovereign Debt to Be Rated by Moody's
SZ 03/11 Switzerland Sovereign Debt to Be Rated by Moody's
IR 03/11 Ireland Sovereign Debt to Be Rated by DBRS

SW 03/11 Swedish Govt, Opposition Housing Market Talks

Country Date Time Event
CH MAR 4-16 Chinese Premier Keqiang Presents Government Budget During NPC
JN 03/06 22:40 BOJ Kuroda Speaks in Tokyo

AU 03/07 18:20 RBA's Lowe Speech In Adelaide

MA 03/09 05:00 BNM Overnight Policy Rate
NZ 03/09 15:00 RBNZ Official Cash Rate
NZ 03/09 15:05 RBNZ Governor Wheeler News Conference on OCR
SK MAR 9-10 BoK 7-Day Repo Rate

Country Date Time Event
PE 03/10 18:00 Reference Rate

CO 03/11 13:00 Colombia Monetary Policy Minutes
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Global Central Bank Watch 

NORTH AMERICA
Rate Current Rate Next Meeting Scotia's Forecasts Consensus Forecasts
Bank of Canada – Overnight Target Rate 0.50 March 9, 2016 0.50 0.50

Federal Reserve – Federal Funds Target Rate 0.50 March 16, 2016 0.50 0.50

Banco de México – Overnight Rate 3.75 March 18, 2016 3.75 --

EUROPE
Rate Current Rate Next Meeting Scotia's Forecasts Consensus Forecasts
European Central Bank – Refinancing Rate 0.05 March 10, 2016 0.05 0.05

Bank of England – Bank Rate 0.50 March 17, 2016 0.50 0.50

Swiss National Bank – Libor Target Rate -0.75 March 17, 2016 -0.75 --

Central Bank of Russia – One-Week Auction Rate 11.00 March 18, 2016 11.00 11.00

Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey – 1 Wk Repo Rate 7.50 March 24, 2016 7.50 --

Sweden Riksbank – Repo Rate -0.50 April 21, 2016 -0.50 --

Norges Bank – Deposit Rate 0.75 March 17, 2016 0.75 --

ASIA PACIFIC
Rate Current Rate Next Meeting Scotia's Forecasts Consensus Forecasts
Reserve Bank of Australia – Cash Target Rate 2.00 April 5, 2016 2.00 2.00

Reserve Bank of New Zealand – Cash Rate 2.50 March 9, 2016 2.50 2.50

People's Bank of China – Lending Rate 4.35 TBA -- --

Reserve Bank of India – Repo Rate 6.75 April 5, 2016 6.75 --

Bank of Korea – Bank Rate 1.50 March 10, 2016 1.50 1.25

Bank of Thailand – Repo Rate 1.50 March 23, 2016 1.25 1.50

Bank Indonesia – Reference Interest Rate 7.00 March 17, 2016 7.00 --

LATIN AMERICA
Rate Current Rate Next Meeting Scotia's Forecasts Consensus Forecasts
Banco Central do Brasil – Selic Rate 14.25 April 27, 2016 14.25 --

Banco Central de Chile – Overnight Rate 3.50 March 17, 2016 3.50 3.50

Banco de la República de Colombia – Lending Rate 6.25 March 18, 2016 6.25 6.50

Banco Central de Reserva del Perú – Reference Rate 4.25 March 10, 2016 4.25 4.50

AFRICA
Rate Current Rate Next Meeting Scotia's Forecasts Consensus Forecasts
South African Reserve Bank – Repo Rate 6.75 March 17, 2016 6.75 --

BoC: We don’t expect the BoC to change its overnight rate at the March meeting. The BoC will be in watch mode, but may note an improving near-term 
GDP outlook as the economy seems to have accelerated in late Q4 2015 and into 2016. We expect more substantive changes to be introduced in the April 
MPR in which it will incorporate whatever fiscal policy changes the Federal Government introduces in its March 22 budget. Fed: With the U.S. labor market 
continuing to print solid numbers, we anticipate decent odds that the Fed will hike in March and continue to expect four Fed hikes in 2016. Fedspeak next 
week will start off with a bang, with FOMC Vice Chair Fishcer and Gov. Brainard both speaking on March 7.

Financial markets are bracing for the European Central Bank to step up its monetary stimulus package following the next governing council meeting on 
March 9th and 10th. For more inflation, please refer to international previews on page A2.

The Banco Central de Reserva del Perú is expected to keep its benchmark reference rate steady at 4.25% when monetary authorities meet on March 
10th. Inflation eased somewhat in February to 4.5% y/y from 4.6% the prior month.

The Reserve Bank of New Zealand will likely keep monetary conditions unchanged next week; the benchmark interest rate was reduced by 100 basis 
over the course of 2015, with the most recent rate cut taking place in December. Inflationary pressures remain weak in New Zealand with the consumer 
price index rising by 0.1% y/y at the end of 2015. The Bank of Korea will likely maintain its benchmark interest rate at 1.50% next week, given expectations 
for gradually rising inflation, the central bank’s lower inflation target of target of 2% y/y (down from the previous 2½-3½% range), and high household debt 
burden. Nevertheless, the possibility of additional monetary easing has recently increased.

North America 

Europe 

Asia Pacific 

Latin America 

Africa 

Forecasts at time of publication. 
Source: Bloomberg, Scotiabank Economics. 
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    North America 

Canada 2015 15Q3 15Q4 Latest United States 2015 15Q3 15Q4 Latest
  Real GDP (annual rates) 1.2 2.4 0.8   Real GDP (annual rates) 2.4 2.0 1.0
  Current Acc. Bal. (C$B, ar) -65.7 -61.2 -61.5   Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -496
  Merch. Trade Bal. (C$B, ar) -24.0 -20.3 -18.7 -7.9 (Jan)   Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -759 -762 -749 -765 (Jan)
  Industrial Production -0.9 -0.3 0.1 1.7 (Jan)   Industrial Production 1.3 1.3 -0.9 -0.7 (Jan)
  Housing Starts (000s) 194 213 194 166 (Jan)   Housing Starts (millions) 1.11 1.16 1.13 1.10 (Jan)
  Employment 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.7 (Jan)   Employment 2.1 2.1 2.0 1.9 (Feb)
  Unemployment Rate (%) 6.9 7.0 7.0 7.2 (Jan)   Unemployment Rate (%) 5.3 5.2 5.0 4.9 (Feb)
  Retail Sales 2.2 2.0 2.5 2.6 (Dec)   Retail Sales 1.4 1.6 1.3 3.1 (Jan)
  Auto Sales (000s) 1898 1954 1954 1940 (Dec)   Auto Sales (millions) 17.3 17.8 17.8 17.4 (Feb)
  CPI 1.1 1.2 1.3 2.0 (Jan)   CPI 0.1 0.1 0.5 1.4 (Jan)
  IPPI -0.9 -0.3 0.1 -1.7 (Jan)   PPI -3.3 -3.3 -3.3 -1.2 (Jan)
  Pre-tax Corp. Profits -15.2 -16.4 -18.6   Pre-tax Corp. Profits 2.0

Mexico
  Real GDP 2.5 2.8 2.5
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -32.4 -32.7 -30.8
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -14.5 -25.9 -15.8 -41.3 (Jan)
  Industrial Production 1.0 1.3 0.2 0.0 (Dec)
  CPI 2.7 2.6 2.3 2.6 (Jan)

Euro Zone 2015 15Q3 15Q4 Latest Germany 2015 15Q3 15Q4 Latest
  Real GDP 1.3   Real GDP 1.4 1.7 1.3
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) 345 403 434 540 (Dec)   Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) 249.1 297.5 268.4 334.2 (Dec)
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) 357.3 364.9 389.5 366.1 (Dec)   Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) 274.7 278.6 271.0 247.4 (Dec)
  Industrial Production 1.4 1.8 0.8 -1.3 (Dec)   Industrial Production 0.5 1.1 -0.6 -2.3 (Dec)
  Unemployment Rate (%) 10.9 10.7 10.5 10.4 (Jan)   Unemployment Rate (%) 6.4 6.4 6.3 6.2 (Feb)
  CPI 0.0 0.1 0.2 -0.2 (Feb)   CPI 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.0 (Feb)

France United Kingdom
  Real GDP 1.1 1.1 1.4   Real GDP 2.2 2.1 1.9
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -3.0 4.9 -6.4 15.5 (Dec)   Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -69.8
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -40.7 -36.4 -48.3 -43.5 (Dec)   Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -191.1 -197.6 -198.8 -178.4 (Dec)
  Industrial Production 1.3 0.8 2.0 -0.7 (Dec)   Industrial Production 1.0 1.2 0.6 -0.4 (Dec)
  Unemployment Rate (%) 10.4 10.5 10.1 10.2 (Jan)   Unemployment Rate (%) 5.3 5.1 (Nov)
  CPI 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 (Jan)   CPI 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 (Jan)

Italy Russia
  Real GDP 0.6 0.8 1.0   Real GDP -4.1
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) 34.9 46.5 65.7 73.7 (Dec)   Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) 65.8 7.5 13.0
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) 49.8 53.6 66.8 78.6 (Dec)   Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) 12.2 9.4 10.1 11.0 (Dec)
  Industrial Production 0.8 1.7 1.1 -0.4 (Dec)   Industrial Production -3.7 -4.2 -3.9 -2.7 (Jan)
  CPI 0.0 0.2 0.2 -0.4 (Feb)   CPI 15.5 15.7 14.5 8.1 (Feb)

Europe 

All data expressed as year-over-year % change unless otherwise noted. 

Economic Statistics 

Source: Bloomberg, IHS Global, Scotiabank Economics. 
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    Asia Pacific 

Australia 2015 15Q3 15Q4 Latest Japan 2015 15Q3 15Q4 Latest
  Real GDP 2.5 2.7 3.0   Real GDP 0.5 1.6 0.7
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -56.4 -64.6 -63.6   Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) 137.4 160.2 117.3 94.6 (Dec)
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -12.6 -15.1 -21.7 -21.3 (Jan)   Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -23.5 -32.1 -5.2 12.1 (Jan)
  Industrial Production 1.6 1.8 1.9   Industrial Production -0.9 -0.4 -0.5 -2.3 (Jan)
  Unemployment Rate (%) 6.1 6.2 5.8 6.0 (Jan)   Unemployment Rate (%) 3.4 3.4 3.3 3.2 (Jan)
  CPI 1.5 1.5 1.7   CPI 0.8 0.2 0.3 -0.1 (Jan)

South Korea China
  Real GDP 2.6 2.7 3.0   Real GDP 6.9 6.9 6.8
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) 105.9 116.4 105.6 84.8 (Jan)   Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) 293.2
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) 90.4 80.8 95.4 88.7 (Feb)   Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) 593.2 644.0 697.9 759.4 (Jan)
  Industrial Production -0.9 0.1 0.0 -0.5 (Jan)   Industrial Production 5.9 5.7 5.9 5.9 (Dec)
  CPI 0.7 0.7 1.1 1.3 (Feb)   CPI 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.8 (Jan)

Thailand India
  Real GDP 2.8 2.9 2.8   Real GDP 7.0 7.5 7.1
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) 34.8 7.2 13.1   Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -8.2
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) 2.9 3.2 3.2 2.6 (Jan)   Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -10.5 -11.9 -10.4 -7.6 (Jan)
  Industrial Production 0.3 0.9 0.3 0.0 (Mar)   Industrial Production 3.2 4.8 1.5 -1.3 (Dec)
  CPI -0.9 -1.1 -0.9 -0.5 (Feb)   WPI -2.7 -4.6 -2.2 -0.9 (Jan)

Indonesia
  Real GDP 4.8 4.7 5.0
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -17.8 -4.2 -5.1
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) 0.6 0.9 0.1 0.1 (Jan)
  Industrial Production 4.6 4.0 4.0 1.0 (Dec)
  CPI 6.4 7.1 4.8 4.4 (Feb)

Brazil 2015 15Q3 15Q4 Latest Chile 2015 15Q3 15Q4 Latest
  Real GDP -3.8 -4.5 -5.9   Real GDP 2.2
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -59.1 -47.1 -38.3   Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -10.4
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) 19.7 32.1 37.7 36.5 (Feb)   Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -3.0 -2.4 0.3 8.2 (Jan)
  Industrial Production -8.3 -9.2 -12.0 -11.3 (Jan)   Industrial Production -0.3 -1.7 -1.0 -8.3 (Jan)
  CPI 9.0 9.5 10.4 10.7 (Jan)   CPI 4.3 4.8 4.1 4.8 (Jan)

Peru Colombia
  Real GDP 3.3 3.2 4.7   Real GDP 3.2
  Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -2.4   Current Acc. Bal. (US$B, ar) -5.3
  Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -0.2 -0.3 0.0 0.2 (Dec)   Merch. Trade Bal. (US$B, ar) -1.3 -1.5 -1.6 -1.4 (Dec)
  Unemployment Rate (%) 6.4 6.3 5.8 6.6 (Jan)   Industrial Production 0.9 1.7 3.6 3.9 (Dec)
  CPI 3.5 3.8 4.1 4.5 (Feb)   CPI 5.0 4.9 6.4 7.5 (Jan)

Latin America 

Economic Statistics 

All data expressed as year-over-year % change unless otherwise noted. 

Source: Bloomberg, IHS Global, Scotiabank Economics. 
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Financial Statistics 

A12 

Interest Rates (%, end of period)

Canada 15Q3 15Q4 Feb/26 Mar/04* United States 15Q3 15Q4 Feb/26 Mar/04*
BoC Overnight Rate 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50   Fed Funds Target Rate 0.25 0.50 0.50 0.50
  3-mo. T-bill 0.44 0.51 0.47 0.47   3-mo. T-bill -0.02 0.16 0.31 0.28
  10-yr Gov’t Bond 1.43 1.39 1.18 1.27   10-yr Gov’t Bond 2.04 2.27 1.76 1.90
  30-yr Gov’t Bond 2.20 2.15 1.96 2.08   30-yr Gov’t Bond 2.85 3.02 2.64 2.73
  Prime 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70   Prime 3.25 3.50 3.50 3.50
  FX Reserves (US$B) 78.3 79.7 81.2 (Jan)   FX Reserves (US$B) 109.2 106.5 106.1 (Jan)

Germany France
  3-mo. Interbank -0.06 -0.09 -0.16 -0.16   3-mo. T-bill -0.20 -0.45 -0.41 -0.43
  10-yr Gov’t Bond 0.59 0.63 0.15 0.24   10-yr Gov’t Bond 0.99 0.99 0.50 0.58
  FX Reserves (US$B) 59.3 58.5 58.5 (Jan)   FX Reserves (US$B) 53.1 55.2 56.4 (Jan)

Euro Zone United Kingdom
  Refinancing Rate 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05   Repo Rate 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
  Overnight Rate -0.12 -0.13 -0.24 -0.23   3-mo. T-bill 0.49 0.48 0.47 0.47
  FX Reserves (US$B) 332.3 333.9 332.9 (Jan)   10-yr Gov’t Bond 1.76 1.96 1.40 1.48

  FX Reserves (US$B) 118.9 119.0 122.0 (Jan)

Japan Australia
  Discount Rate 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30   Cash Rate 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
  3-mo. Libor 0.02 0.02 -0.07 -0.07   10-yr Gov’t Bond 2.61 2.88 2.38 2.55
  10-yr Gov’t Bond 0.36 0.27 -0.07 -0.04   FX Reserves (US$B) 48.1 46.5 40.9 (Jan)
  FX Reserves (US$B) 1221.5 1207.0 1220.7 (Jan)

Exchange Rates (end of period)

USDCAD 1.33 1.38 1.35 1.33   ¥/US$ 119.88 120.22 114.00 113.90
CADUSD 0.75 0.72 0.74 0.75   US¢/Australian$ 0.70 0.73 0.71 0.74
GBPUSD 1.513 1.474 1.387 1.422   Chinese Yuan/US$ 6.36 6.49 6.54 6.51
EURUSD 1.118 1.086 1.093 1.101   South Korean Won/US$ 1185 1175 1238 1203
JPYEUR 0.75 0.77 0.80 0.80   Mexican Peso/US$ 16.918 17.208 18.275 17.764
USDCHF 0.97 1.00 1.00 0.99   Brazilian Real/US$ 3.948 3.961 4.000 3.738

Equity Markets (index, end of period) 

  United States (DJIA) 16285 17425 16640 17017   U.K. (FT100) 6062 6242 6096 6199
  United States (S&P500) 1920 2044 1948 2002   Germany (Dax) 9660 10743 9513 9821
  Canada (S&P/TSX) 13307 13010 12798 13240   France (CAC40) 4455 4637 4315 4455
  Mexico (IPC) 42633 42978 43473 45119   Japan (Nikkei) 17388 19034 16188 17015
  Brazil (Bovespa) 45059 43350 41593 49090   Hong Kong (Hang Seng) 20846 21914 19364 20177
  Italy (BCI) 1179 1218 1015 1054   South Korea (Composite) 1963 1961 1920 1956

Commodity Prices (end of period)

  Pulp (US$/tonne) 960 940 940 940   Copper (US$/lb) 2.31 2.13 2.12 2.23
  Newsprint (US$/tonne) 510 505 525 525   Zinc (US$/lb) 0.75 0.73 0.79 0.83
  Lumber (US$/mfbm) 242 274 271 276   Gold (US$/oz) 1114.00 1060.00 1226.50 1277.50
  WTI Oil (US$/bbl) 45.09 37.04 32.78 35.45   Silver (US$/oz) 14.65 13.82 15.17 15.43
  Natural Gas (US$/mmbtu) 2.52 2.34 1.79 1.66   CRB (index) 193.76 176.14 161.67 166.89

* Latest observation taken at time of writing. 
Source: Bloomberg, Scotiabank Economics. 
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